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Affiliation 

❏ All competitors participating in regional events that lead to National Finals (and the national finals 

themselves), must be affiliated to the British Schools Gymnastics Association (BSGA) as an individual or 

as a school. Affiliations are made through your Regional Secretary or on line at www.bsga.org Current fees 

are: Middle & Secondary Schools £18.00; Lower & Primary Schools £12.00; Individual Pupils £6.00. 

Age Groups 

❏  Are taken from September 1st in the academic year of entry. 

Music (not rhythmic) 

❏ Schools must email their music to bsgamusic@gmail.com at least 2 weeks prior to any national finals 

enabling it to be pre-loaded onto the music system. If music is not emailed gymnasts will perform without 

music. You must have received a confirmation email and bring this with you as a hard copy on the day of 

competition. (If you have a large number of tracks to send, it will be better to send them in several emails to 

reduce the upload time for any one email). 

Every individual gymnast, pair and group will be given a unique 3 digit competition number eg 003, 

024, 256, 941 etc. It is essential that this number is used as the prime identifier for each entrant’s music. 

The name of the music file must have the competitor/pair/group number at the start of the filename. (All 

gymnasts’ numbers will be provided on the entry form which will be on the web site or obtainable from your 

regional organiser). If you already have the music file on a computer, you will have to rename it before 

you attach it to an email.To do this on most systems, you should identify the file you need to send, and 

then RIGHT CLICK on the filename. A list of options will appear on the screen, and “RENAME” is usually 

near the bottom. When you LEFT CLICK on “RENAME”, the file name will be highlighted (usually in blue). 

Move the cursor to the start of the highlighted file name and LEFT CLICK. You will then be able to type in 

the contestant’s number, plus a space at the start of the filename, then LEFT CLICK, or press ENTER to 

confirm. So file named ‘anymusic.wav’ becomes ‘147 anymusic.way.’To attach a music file to an email, click 

on the ‘Paper Clip’ icon, usually somewhere at the top of your new email screen, and usually with the words 

‘Attach File’ underneath. You then go to the Folder, which has your music filename. Left click to highlight 

the filename to be attached, and then click on ‘Open,’ usually at the bottom right of the screen. The file will 

then be shown as an attachment just above the heading of the email. Then click SEND.If you experience 

any difficulties with the above then email bsgamusic@gmail.com as a matter of urgency with a contact 

telephone number and they will be happy to help. You can also email your music using wetransfer.com or 

mp3 format.If you have any questions about the numbers for your gymnasts, (especially in the Floor & Vault 

or Milano Team mixed teams, where boys MUST go first) then please check with Vicki 01948 710390 or 

07808 687357 or vickigym@hotmail.co.uk 

❏ Please remember you must also bring all competitors’ music to the competitions on individual CD’s 

as a backup. They must be handed in before competition starts for morning rounds and at lunchtime for 

afternoon rounds. 

❏ In all competitions where music is permitted, it must be at the beginning of a CD. Clearly labelled with 

Name, Number, School, and Region (One gymnast’s music per CD). Please note: CD’s should be written 

as ‘AUDIO CD’S’ at the slowest speed possible. Where a recording has been cut together it must be 

re-recorded as a single track. The track should be in *.wav, *.wma or mp3 format. Always bring a back- 

up recording to events. 

❏ In the event of a technical failure any further performance will be at the discretion of the competition 

manager who may consult with the judges on that apparatus 

Qualification for National Finals 

❏   Qualification at National finals for the great majority of competitions is via England regions, home country, 

- (Scotland, N Ireland & Wales) and in the case of trampoline zone selection. In the National Disability 

Acrobatics Gymnastics competition schools will enter direct to the final, although it is still advisable 

to have performed in your regional competition. The Rhythmic final will be in three zones this year. 

❏ In pair/group/team events all competitors must be from the same school and in full-time education (except 

for Disability Acrobatics where gymnasts may be from different schools). 

Safety 

❏          No person must use any apparatus without a suitably qualified teacher and or coach present. 

Teachers and coaches are responsible for performers’ safety at all times. 

RULES COMMON TO ALL BSGA COMPETITIONS 

http://www.bsga.org/
mailto:bsgamusic@gmail.com
mailto:bsgamusic@gmail.com
mailto:vickigym@hotmail.co.uk
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Other 

❏  The judges’ decision is final with no protest permitted. 

❏  The BG Award schemes provide the guidance on the correct technique for approved moves. 

❏ There can be no replacement for an injured gymnast once a competition has started, except in Rhythmic 

where it will be at the discretion of the competition organiser. 

Dress 

❏ Teams must be uniformly dressed in the same colour scheme. Deduction will be 0.3. Girls must wear 

leotards and/or plain shorts. Boys must wear leotards and shorts/trousers or smart school PE kit with 

shorts/trousers. Baggy or un-tucked T-Shirts will incur a deduction of 0.3. No jewellery is allowed – a 

deduction of 0.3 will be made if it is worn. Indecency!!! 
 

 
 

 

BG Proficiency Awards 
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BG Proficiency Awards 

Advanced Skills 
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Japana 45º or less 6 3 Flexibility 
One handed cartwheel, either 

arm 
A1 B  

 

Splits - front or side 
 

7 
 

1 
 

Flexibility 
Two cartwheels linked, 

(same or different) 

 

A1 
 

B  
Bridge - push up from lying on back 

and return to  floor in the same way 

 

8 
 

2 
 

Flexibility 
 

Backward roll to front support 
 

A3 
 

B  
Press up 9 6 Strength Backward roll to straddle stand A3 B  
Move from dish to arch (log roll) 10 5  Forward roll to straddle stand A4 B  

 

Shoulder stand - arms optional. 
 

11 
 

4 Balance 
Handstand forward roll with 

straight arms 

 

A4 
 

B  
Straddle or pike ½ lever 12 1 Strength Headspring A5 S  
Half OR full jump turn (not both in 

single routine) 
17 2/1  Round off A6 S  

V sit with or without hand support 19 6 Balance Handstand (hold for 2 secs) A7 S Balance 

I legged balance (thigh parallel to 
floor) 

20 5 Balance Backward walkover A8 S Flexibility 

Frog balance. 21 4 Balance Planche tucked or straight A8 S Strength 

Headstand - legs optional (Start and 

return to feet) 
22 1 Balance Standing Back flic A9 G  

From front support, jump legs in and 

jump up. 
23 7 Strength Free cartwheel A9 G  

Cartwheel or dive cartwheel 25 3  Round off, flic (counts as 2 

moves) 
A10 G  

Handstand forward roll with bent arms 26 1  Handspring to two feet A10 G  
Forward roll 29 3  Handspring to one foot A10 G  
Backward roll 29 2  Forward walkover A11 G Flexibility 

Back support, turn to front support (or 

vice versa) 
31 7  Elephant lift to handstand A11 G Strength 

Side support turn to side support other 

arm 
31 6 Balance 

Backward roll through 

handstand (held) 
A12 G Strength 

Circle roll (teddy bear roll) 33 3  Handstand 180º or 360º 

pirouette 
A12 G  

Additional permitted moves not on BG Proficiency Award  charts 

Fall to prone, push to front support with 

one leg raised    Single leg circle    
Straddle ½ lever, lift to stand with 2 

feet together   Strength 
Show handstand lower to 

straddle ½ lever   Strength 

Y Balance or arabesque   Balance Pike fold Sitting or standing   Flexibility 

Stag Jump    Valdez   Flexibility 

Back flic step out    Tinsica   Flexibility 

Russian Lever   Strength Free walkover    
Headstand-push to handstand with 

straight legs.   Strength 
Side somersault, shape 

optional    
Fly spring    Back somersault, shape 

optional    

    Front somersault, shape 

optional    
 

All  balances  and  static  moves  MUST  be held  for  3  seconds 

with the exception of handstand (2 seconds) 
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List of Approved Vaults for use in Regional and National Finals 

Junior ~ Under 11 ~ Box minimum of 1 metre high (or as close as equipment  permits) 

Direction of Box Description of Vault Tariff (Value) 

widthways Squat on. Immediate straight or star jump off 4.0 

widthways Squat on. Jump off with half turn 4.0 

lengthways Squat on  (Cat spring), Leap frog off 5.0 

widthways Squat (through) or straddle 6.0 

lengthways Squat (through) or straddle 6.0 

widthways Handspring 6.0 

Senior ~ Over 11 ~ Box 1 metre or 1.25 metres high or as close as equipment permits (Choice) 

lengthways Squat on (Cat spring), Leap frog off 5.0 
widthways or lengthways Squat (through) or straddle 6.0 

widthways or lengthways Handspring 6.0 

widthways or lengthways Yamashita 6.0 

 

All competition entry fees must be paid by the region on or before the closing date for team declarations. 

Competition Fee 

Milano Team Championships £30.00 per school team per age group 

Rhythmic £5.00 per gymnast 

School Gym - Floor & Vault £30.00 per school team per age group 

School Gym - Acrobatics & Tumbling £5.00 per entry per individual 

British Schools Judges’ Rules 
1. The uniform for judges is as follows: Black, dark grey or dark navy suit – with jacket, not cardigan or 

sweater, white shirt or blouse, black shoes (not sandals) and minimum  jewellery. 
2. I.T. and mobile phones should be turned off if brought into the field of play. 

3. Judges on a panel should not confer or talk to each other during the competition while they are in post at 
the judging table, unless it is necessary to achieve tolerance. 

4. At the end of a round judges should retire to the judges’ room. 

5. During the competition there should be no communication between the judges and coaches or gymnasts, 
either by phone or face to face, except through the CJP or Head Judge. 

6. The CJP on each panel will make the marks of each competitor available on paper to the coach at the end 
of a round. 

7. Marks on a panel should have a tolerance of 0.5 for a panel of three or four judges, or 0.3 for a panel     
of two judges. The CJP of the panel will request a judge to amend a score if necessary to achieve the 
allowed tolerance. 

Coaches/ Teachers Attire 
All coaches/teachers must wear a tracksuit or tracksuit bottoms, not shorts with a polo shirt or club/school/ 
regional tee shirt and appropriate gym/training shoes. 
Long hair must be braided or tied back so as not to obscure vision. 
No jewellery to be worn if in direct support of a gymnast. 

 

VAULT COMPETITION REQUIREMENTS 

ENTRY FEES FOR NATIONAL FINALS 

Music at Competitions (RULING EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY) 

It is not possible to use music or any derivatives composed by the following for sequences: Andrew Lloyd 

Webber e.g. Variations, Cats, Phantom etc; Cirque De Soleil e.g. Alegria, Quidam etc; Disney / Pixar e.g. 

Pirates of the Caribbean, Narnia or any Disney Classic. 

Anyone using those pieces of music will have the music turned off during the gymnast’s performance and they 

will have to continue without music, no matter how bad that seems . The directive from British Gymnastics leaves 

us in no way uncertain about the effect of a lawsuit on BSGA and our individual schools . 

There is now a box on the entry form that must be ticked, which says: 

You are accepting liabilities that the floor music being used by your gymnasts is not from any Disney productions 

(including any derivatives) or any other music on the not permitted list in the current Handbook. 
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School Team Competition - Floor, Vault & Group Sequence 

National Final to be held at Fenton Manor Sports Complex on March 10th & 11th, 2017 
Age Groups: 

❏  Junior ~ Over 8 and Under 11 (Years 3-6) (Gymnasts under 9 may compete with permission from their 

Headteacher. Secondary ~ Under 13 (Years 7-8); Under 16 (Years 9-11); Under 19 (Years 12-14). A gymnast 

may only compete in one age group for that year. A gymnast may go up one age group. eg a year 7-8 pupil 

may compete in Under 16 and a year 9-11 pupil may compete in U19. 

Team Numbers 

❏   Regions/home countries can enter 2x male, 2x female and 2x mixed team in each age group at the 

national finals. (24 teams in total). 

❏ The 2 teams from each age group must be from different schools (regardless of placing at the regional 

competition) creating a regional team for the national finals. 

❏  If only 1 school enters the regional competition then the region can send a second team from the same 

school. However, this regional team will not be eligible for the regional trophy, but both teams will still rank 

in the overall placing. i.e. a boys team from the same school could rank 1st and 3rd but could not be a 

contender the overall regional trophy. 

❏   If there is a tie for the overall regional trophy then the highest group score will count. 

❏   Each team must consist of 3 or 4 gymnasts from the same school. A mixed team must include a 

minimum of 1 boy and 1 girl. 

❏  Where 4 gymnasts make up a team, only 3 can perform on Floor and Vault - (it may be the same 3) but 3 or 

4 can compete in the group routine. In the mixed section at least 1 boy and 1 girl must compete in all three 

sections. 

Dress 

❏   Refer to rules common to all BSGA competitions pages 16 &17. 

Music 

❏   Refer to Rules Common to all BSGA competitions. 

❏   Only girls may use music to accompany their individual routine. All teams may use music in the group 

sequence. There is no penalty if music is not used. 

Medal Positions 

❏   The school teams finishing in 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions in each age group competition will receive medals. 

❏   The school team finishing 1st in each competition in each age group will receive a BSGA Team trophy. 

(This will be retained by the school for one year). 

❏   The regional team with the highest combined score from the 2 different schools in each section will 

receive the Team Regional trophy (This will be retained by the school for one year). 

❏   Medals will only be provided to team participants. (Schools will be able purchase a medal for a team 

reserve). 

Scoring 

❏   The three scores on floor and vault added to the group sequence score will count towards the overall result. 

In the event of a tie the highest group score will count. If still a tie, the highest vault total will count. 

❏   Individual gymnasts can score a possible maximum of 16 on Floor and 16 on Vault. The group Exercise 

has a maximum score of 30.00. 

❏   The gymnasts’ final score has TWO components – D-score (difficulty) and E-score (execution). 

❏   The D-score will give the gymnast marks for the skills and requirements included in the routine. 

Individual Floor Exercise 

Content 3.00 marks 

Composition 3.00 marks 

Group exercise only 

Content 9.00 marks 

Composition 6.00 marks 

Synchronisation 5.00 marks 

On vault the tariff is the D score 

MILANO TEAM COMPETITION RULES 
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E-score – Each gymnast starts with an E-score of 10.00. Deductions will be taken every time the 

performance is less than perfect. 

E-score = 10.00 minus total of deductions e g; 10.00 minus 4.00 E-score = 6.00 

The D-score and E-score are added together to give the final score. 

E g; 6.00 + 6.00 FINAL SCORE = 12.00 

Floor Routine (Individual) ~( Maximum 16.0 marks) 

❏ A routine up to 60 seconds from first movement to last, performed on a 12metre square un-sprung 

matted floor. 

Content 6 x skills @ 0.50 = 3.00 

Composition 6 x categories @ 0.50 = 3.00 

Maximum D Score  = 6.00 

Maximum E (execution) Score = 10.00 – total deductions for poor execution. 

Final Score = D Score (up to 6.00) + E score (up to 10.00) = maximum of 16.00 

Content (D~ Value up to 3.0) 

❏ Six different and distinct moves from the published tables of approved moves must be included – two 

of which must be either a strength or flexibility or balance taken from the recognised table of moves. 

The two moves must be from different categories, therefore if two flexibility elements were competed 

with no strength or balance element, then you would only be rewarded with one of the categories and 

a deduction would be taken. If one or both of the strength, flexibility and balance moves is missing a 

0.5 deduction will be applied for each move omitted. 

❏ A jump half turn OR full turn OR stag jump may be included as one of the six counting moves.Leaps, 

jumps (except half & full turn & stag jumps), spins and turns are not considered as moves but should 

be included to link the sequence together. 

❏ Additional moves from the approved table can be included and moves can be repeated. However, no 

extra marks will be gained and marks may be lost for poor execution. 

❏ Dive rolls are not recommended but if included will be considered as linkages not one of the counting 

moves. 

Composition (D~Value up to 3.0) 

The routine should include choreography that demonstrates each of the categories listed below. 

There will be a deduction for each missing category 

❏  Use of floor space and variety of patterns 0.5 

❏  Changes in direction and levels  0.5 

❏  Variety of linking skills (leaps, spins, jumps and dance) 0.5 

❏  Musical interpretation (girls) & rhythm /tempo (boys and girls) 0.5 

❏  Difficulty, variety and originality appropriate for the age and maturity of the gymnast (difficulty should 

not be included at the expense of good execution) 0.5 

❏  Artistry, creativity and presentation throughout (to include not finishing with the music) 0.5 
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Execution (E ~ Value up to 10.0) 

Marks for execution will take into consideration all parts of the routine. 

❏ Any balances or static moves must be held for 3 seconds except for a handstand which must be held 

for 2 seconds – failure to hold a balance for the required time will incur a deduction as eithera loss of 

element and or execution/artistry if six other moves are present. 

❏   Judges will be looking for 

# Straight legs and pointed toes 

# Good extension and posture 

# Good height in flight elements 

# Accurate body shapes 

# Light, controlled landings 

❏  Judges will take deductions for anything which falls short of perfection 

# Small errors e g; 1 step on landing 0.10 

# Medium errors e g; bent arms 0.30 

# Coach communication 0.30 

# Large errors e g; incorrect body shape 0.50 

# Very large errors e g ;a fall 1.00 

Vault ~ (Between 14 and 16 marks depending on tariff of vault selected) 

Vault Tariffs = D Score 

● 6.00  Handspring, straddle & squat through, Yamashita 

● 5.00   Cat spring 

● 4.00  Squat on - various jump offs 

Final Score = D Score (Vault Tariff) + E Score (up to 10.00) = maximum of 16.00 

❏ Power boards will be available at the National Final 

❏ Gymnasts must use apparatus provided 

❏ Gymnast will perform 2 vaults each (the same or different) from the appropriate list. 

Only their highest mark willcount 

❏ Any vault performed that is not listed will be deemed void. 

Group Sequence (Total 30.0 marks) 

❏ The sequence will have 3 or 4 gymnasts. (Mixed teams must include at least one male and one 

female). 

❏ A routine up to1minute 20 seconds from first movement to last, performed on a 12metre square un- 

sprung matted floor. 

Content 5 x skills @ 1.00 = 5.00 

2 balances @ 2.0 = 4.00 

Composition 6 x categories @ 1.00 = 6.00 

Synchronisation = 5.00 

Maximum D Score up to 20.00 

Plus E (execution) Score = 10.00 – total deductions for poor execution. 

Final Score = D Score (up to 20.00) + E score (up to 10.00) = maximum of 30.00 

Content – (D value up to 9.0 marks) 

❏ Five different and distinct moves from the published table of approved moves (Value 5.0 with a 1.0 

penalty applied for each move omitted by one or more members of a team. 

# A jump half turn OR full turn may be included as one of the five counting moves. 

# Leaps, jumps (except half & full turn jumps & stag jump), spins and turns are not considered as 

moves but should be included as linkages to link the sequence together. 

# Additional moves from the approved table can be included and moves can be repeated. However, 

no extra marks will be gained and marks may be lost for poor execution. 

# Dive rolls are not recommended but if included will be considered as linkages not one of the 

counting moves 
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❏  Two balances – (free choice). Gymnasts must not start or finish in a balance Value 4.0, with a 2.0 

penalty applied for a missing incomplete or incorrectly constructed balance. Each balance must be 

performed as a three or four, and control and stability must be shown in a static hold of 3 seconds. All 

gymnasts must be supported or supporting in the balance. 

❏  There must be physical contact between the gymnasts in each balance and at least two of the 

gymnasts must have contact with the floor (the Bases). Any gymnast not in contact with the 

floor (a Top) must have direct contact with a Base. The concept of 3 or 4 high ‘stacking’ requires 

a level of technical knowledge, safety equipment and flooring, and training time that is not available 

to most schools, and so have been deemed unsuitable on safety grounds for Schools competitions. 

No matter how competent their gymnasts, teachers must observe this principle. (Examples of 

suitable balances are provided below but free choice is permitted. 

Synchronisation – (D value up to 5.0 marks) 

❏  The whole team must perform the same 5 moves in order, in unison, in cannon or both, with links 

and dance. The team can work together or in a variety of sub-groups during the sequence. There 

must be no audible or visible communication, (Penalty 1.0 mark) but hands are permitted to touch. 

Composition – (D value up to 6.0 marks) 

❏   The routine should include choreography that demonstrates use of the 6 categories listed below. 

They are of equal value (up to 1.0 each) 

# effective use of the floor space and patterns 

# changes in direction and levels 

# a range of linking skills, leaps, spins, jumps – (excluding half or full turn jump) – and dance) 

# musical interpretation & tempo/rhythm 

# difficulty and variety appropriate for age and maturity (difficulty should not be 

# included at the expense of goodexecution) 

# Artistry, creativity and presentation throughout (to include not finishing with the music) 0.5 

Execution (E Value Up to 10.0 marks) 

❏   As for the individualroutine 

❏   See the separate pages that provide execution penalties for BSGA floor, vault and group routines 

 

Examples of Trio Balances 

(1) (2) (3) 

1& 2 must be supported on the hips 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 

(8) (9) (10) (11) 
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Examples of Fours Balances 
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School Team Competition on Floor & Vault 

National Final to be held at Fenton Manor Sports Complex on 6th & 7th May, 2017 

(Closing date is March 26th, 2017. Late entry incurs a fine of £50) 

Age Groups: 

❏   Under 11 (Years 3 to 6) Under 14 (Years 7,  8 & 9) Under 19 (Years 7 to13) 

# A gymnast may compete in his/her age group or the age group immediately above but may not 

‘skip’ an agegroup. 

# A gymnast may not compete in two age groups or teams in the same competition. 
 

Team Numbers 

❏   Regions/home countries can enter a male, a female and a mixed team in each age group at the 

national finals (9 teams in total). 

❏   Each team must consist of 4, 5 or 6 gymnasts from the same school. A mixed team must include a 

minimum of 2 boys and 2 girls. 

❏   Where 6 gymnasts make up a team, only 5 can perform on each apparatus, but each of the 6 

gymnasts must perform at least once. 

Dress 

❏   Refer to common rules on pages 16 & 17. 
 

Music 

❏  Refer also to rules common to all BSGA competitions. 

❏ Only girls may use music in their individual routine. There is no penalty if music is not used. 
 

Medal Positions 

❏  The teams finishing in 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions in each age group competition will receive medals 

❏  The team finishing 1st in each competition in each age group will receive a BSGA Team trophy. This 

will be retained by the school for one year and returned prior to the National Final the following year, 

suitably engraved. 

❏   Medals will be provided to participants only. Schools will be able purchase a medal for a team 

reserve. 
 

Scoring 

❏  The highest four scores on each apparatus added together count towards the overall result. (In a 

mixed team this must include the scores of 2 boys and 2 girls on each piece). 

❏   In the event of a tie the best 5 marks in each section will be added together 

❏  Individual gymnasts can score a possible maximum of 16 on Floor and 16 on Vault. 

❏  The gymnasts’ final score has TWO components – D-score (difficulty) and E-score (execution). 

❏  The D-score will give the gymnast marks for the skills and requirements included in the routine. 

Individual Floor Exercise 

Content 3.00 marks 

Composition 3.00 marks 

On vault the tariff is the D score 

E-score – Each gymnast starts with an E-score of 10.00. Deductions will be taken every time the 

performance is less than perfect. 

E-score = 10.00 minus total of deductions e g; 10.00 minus 4.00   E-score = 6.00 

The D-score and E-score are added together to give the Final score 

E g; 6.00 + 6.00 FINAL SCORE  = 12.00 

SCHOOL GYM COMPETITION RULES 
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Floor Routine (Individual) ~ (Maximum 16.0 marks) 

❏ A routine up to 60 seconds from first movement to last, performed on a 12 metre square un-sprung 

matted floor 

Content 6 x skills @ 0.50 = 3.00 

Composition 6 x categories @ 0.50 = 3.00 

Maximum D Score  = 6.00 

Maximum E (execution) Score = 10.00 – total deductions for poor execution 

Final Score = D Score (up to 6.00) + E score (up to 10.00) = maximum of 16.00 

Content (D~ Value up to 3.0) 

❏  Six different and distinct moves from the published tables of approved moves must be included 

- two of which must be either a strength or flexibility or balance taken from the recognised table 

of moves. The two moves must be from different categories, therefore, if two flexibility elements 

were competed with no strength or balance element, then you would only be rewarded with one 

of the categories and a deduction 0.3 would be taken. If one or both of the strength, flexibility and 

balance moves is missing a 0.5 deduction will be applied for each move omitted. 

❏  A jump half turn OR full turn OR stag jump may be included as one of the six counting moves. 

❏  Leaps, jumps (except half & full turn & stag jumps), spins and turns are not considered as 

moves but should be included to link the sequence together. 

❏ Additional moves from the approved table can be included and moves can be repeated. However, 

no extra marks will be gained and marks may be lost for poor execution. 

❏ Dive rolls are not recommended but if included will be considered as linkages not one of the 

counting moves. 

Composition (D~ Value up to 3.0) 

The routine should include choreography that demonstrates each of the categories listed below. 

There will be a deduction for each missing category 

❏ Use of floor space and variety of patterns 0.5 

❏ Changes in direction and levels 0.5 

❏ Variety of linking skills (leaps, spins, jumps and dance) 0.5 

❏ Musical interpretation (girls) & rhythm /tempo (boys and girls) 0.5 

❏ Difficulty, variety and originality appropriate for the age and maturity of the gymnast (difficulty 

should not be included at the expense of good execution) 0.5 

❏ Artistry, creativity and presentation throughout (to include not finishing with the music) 0.5 

Execution (E ~ Value up to 10.0) 

Marks for execution will take into consideration all parts of the routine. 

❏ Any balances or static moves must be held for 3 seconds except for a handstand which must be 

held for 2 seconds – failure to hold a balance for the required time will incur a deduction as either 

a loss of element and/or execution/artistry if six other moves are present. 

❏ Judges will be looking for 

# Straight legs and pointed toes 

# Good extension and posture 

# Good height in flight elements 

# Accurate body shapes 

# Light, controlled landings 

❏ Judges will take deductions for anything which falls 

short of perfection 

# Small errors e g; 1 step on landing 0.10 

# Medium errors e g; Bent arms 0.30 

# Coach communication 0.30 

# Large errors e g; Incorrect body shape 0.50 

# Very large errors e g; A fall 1.00 
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Vault ~ (Between 14 and 16 marks depending on tariff of vault selected) 

Vault Tariffs = D Score 

● 6.00  Handspring, straddle & squat through, Yamashita 

● 5.00   Cat spring 

● 4.00  Squat on - various jump offs 

Final Score = D Score (Vault Tariff) + E Score (up to 10.00) = maximum of 16.00 

❏ Power boards will be available at the National Final 

❏ Gymnasts must use apparatus provided 

❏ Gymnast will perform 2 vaults each (the same or different) from the appropriate list. 

Only their highest mark willcount 

❏ Any vault performed that is not listed will be deemed void. 
 

 
Floor 

Small faults 0.10 

Medium faults 0.30 

Large faults 0.50 

Very large faults 1.00 

General 

Step off floor 0.10 

Stops/pauses 0.10 

No presentation 0.30 

No links up to 2.00 

Technique 

Incorrect body shape in any skill up to 0.50 

Bent arms up to 0.50 

Bent knees up to 0.50 

Legs separated up to 0.30 

Insufficient height of jumps up to 0.30 

Insufficient flight in flight elements up to 0.30 

Insufficient tuck/pike/stretch up to 0.30 

Insufficient split up to 0.30 

Incomplete turns up to 0.30 

Hop/Steps on feet or hands 0.10 each time 

maximum of 0.70 for any one skill 

Movements to maintain balance 

Touch down with hands 

up to 0.30 

0.50 

Fall 1.00 

Poor Posture throughout the routine 0.30 

Execution Penalties for Floor and Group Exercises 
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First Flight 
Bent knees up to 0.50 
Legs separated up to 0.30 
Insufficient stretch up to 0.50 
Poor technique e.g. hips bent up to 0.50 
No layout up to 0.50 
Two knees on top 1.00 
One knee + 1 foot on top 0.50 
One knee + 1 leg hanging down 1.00 

Repulsion Phase 
Touch with one hand only 1.00 
Poor technique up to 0.50 
e.g. poor body shape, arched back, hips bent, 
too long on apparatus 
Bent arms up to 0.50 
Bent legs/knees up to 0.50 
Legs separated up to 0.30 
Legs round side of vault 0.50 

2nd Flight 
Bent legs up to 0.50 
Legs separated up to 0.30 
Insufficient height up to 0.80 
Poor technique/ body shape body position up to 0.50 
e.g. back arched 
Insufficient stretch into landing up to 0.30 
Stop on top of box  0.50 
Insufficient dynamics up to 0.50 

Landing 
Insufficient distance up to 0.50 
Arm or body movements to maintain balance  0.30 
Deviation from straight line up to 0.30 
Deep squat on landing up to 0.50 
Steps 0.10 each 

to a maximum of 0.70 
Fall 1.00 
Insufficient stretch into landing 0.30 
Full Support from coach during vault 2.00 
Support from coach on landing 1.00 

Void Vault 
Touching the apparatus without vaulting 
Performing a vault not on the list 

 

Execution Penalties for Vault 
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Acrobatic Gymnastics & Tumbling Gymnastics 
Competition Rules 

Please note all tumbling will take place on Saturday May 6th 2017 

Judging Guidelines and Rules 
The following set of guide lines have been produced with the BSGA Acrobatic Gymnastics & Tumbling 
Gymnastics Championships in mind. They are based around the BGA Award Scheme for Acrobatic 
Gymnastics & Tumbling Gymnastics in Pair work and a simplified set of elements for Tumbling. The 
competition is aimed specifically at developing the sport in schools and with school gymnastics in mind, 
as such there are some differences which judges should take into account. There are nine Pair events, 
three Group events and six Tumbling events. Male gymnasts involved in tumbling must wear leotard and 
shorts or school PE kit, shorts with shirt tucked in. 

General 
Age Groups: Under 11; Under 14; Over 14 - Under 19. 
Events: Boys Pairs, Girls Pairs, Mixed Pairs, Groups, Boys Tumbling, Girls Tumbling. 

❖ Age as of 1st September in the academic year of competition. 

❖ No competitor may compete in more than one age group in the same discipline, e.g. U11 Girls 
Pairs and U14 Girls Pairs. 

❖ Competitors may compete in any number of events within the regulations although the competition 
should not be unnecessarily disrupted to accommodate a performer who has entered more than 
one section. This may mean that warm-up in one or more events are missed. 

❖ All competitors must be in full time education. 
❖ Pairs and Groups must be from the same school. 

❖ Gymnasts may perform in the next higher age group but not in a lower one. An U11 performer 
may compete in the U14 event, (if at the same school) but not in the 014 - U19 event. (An U14 
may not compete in a U11 event). One gymnast in the partnership should be in the correct age 
group - deviation from this is only at the discretion of the Regional Organiser in order to enter a 
full team in National finals. 

❖ Schools must be affiliated through their Region to the BSGA before entering their Regional round. 
❖ The facility does not exist for pupils in single sex schools to partner pupils from another school. 

❖ Under 19 competitors must be in full time education. 

Selection 
Only one Pair and one Group from each age group and discipline may proceed to the Finals. These will 
be those that won their section at the Regional Finals, regardless of their score or ability. In the event 
of there being only one Pair represented in any one section they will automatically qualify for the final. 
However, the individual teacher has the right to withdraw their Pair, Tumbler or Group from the finals. 

❖ Each Region may enter two Tumblers in each age group. In the event of there being no entries 
in a section the Region may select representatives, who must be nominated on the official entry 
form at the same time as the rest of the team. 

Substitutes 
Any changes to the nominated performers should be notified in writing, by email, to the Competition 
Organiser, from the Regional Officer 3 days prior to the date of the competition. 
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Team Competitions 

There will be three team competitions:- one for each Age Group. All positions count towards the final 

score of the team (both tumbling scores will count). If a region is not represented in a floor discipline 

then their score will be 13. If they are not represented in tumbling section their score will be 26 for each 

missing tumbler. For first place a team will score 1, 2 for second and so on. The team with the lowest 
score will be the winner. 

Evaluation of Tumbling Exercises 
1. General Notes: 

a) All Tumble runs will be marked out of 10.00 

b) All Tumble runs will be performed on a matted, not sprung, tumble run. 

c) Each performer will perform  three runs: 

1. Straight Run (excluding the first Round off) 

2. A Run with twist (Change of Direction eg half turn at the end of the run). If a Round off is used 
it will not count as one of the 5 elements, therefore 6 moves must be performed. 

3. Free Run of 5 elements 

d) Each run will contain a minimum of five elements from the list. 

e) Additional elements to those on the list may be included, but will not be credited. They may 
however accrue technical deductions. 

f) No element may be performed more than twice in any Tumble. NB ¼ turn into cartwheel is NOT a 

separate element. 

g) Elements may be repeated in different tumble runs, but no tumble run may be identical. 

h) Walkouts do not constitute a different element but may be added to any element on the list. 

i) A springboard may be used at the beginning of the run for any element listed. 

j) No more than 3 elements may be jumps. 
k) The safety mat must be used for saltos at the end of a tumble. 

2. Judges may Deduct Under Six Headings: 

a) Deviation 

A tumble should be performed astride the centre line of the track. Deductions ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 may 

be made for any deviation from the centre line. Should the Tumbler deviate from the centre line they are 
advised to continue parallel to the centre line rather than strive to regain the line. A zig-zag course could 

lead to several deductions under this heading although the maximum is 1.0. 

b) Finish 

The Tumbler should finish with the body vertical in a two foot landing with feet astride the centre line at the 
end of the tumble i.e. last element may not be a cartwheel or walkout. Any foot movements, arm and body 

movements to maintain balance, or stooping forward, will be penalised. Penalties range from 0.1 to 1.0. 

c) Tempo 

A Tumble should be 

i. Fast 

ii. Maintain momentum or accelerate throughout. 

iii. A Tumbler can incur deductions for loss of momentum between elements. 

These deductions are additional to the technical deductions and range from 0.3 to 1.0 for stopping. 

d) Difficulty 

Each element in the Tumbling exercise is assumed to have a difficulty of 1.0 for the purposes of defining 
the difficulty of the routine, when the following occur: 

i. Omission of an element: deduct 1.0 (the difficulty value of the missing element). Deduct a further 

1.0 for failing to perform the exercise as prescribed, e.g. the exercise would be marked out of 8.0. 

ii. Changing an element: If an element changes beyond recognition to become an element not 
included on the list, and in so doing there are only four elements from the list then 1.0 (the 

maximum technical deduction for the element) is deducted by the CJP, with a further 1.0 mark for 
the non- performance of the element. The routine would be marked out of 8.0. 

iii. Additional steps: If a handspring to two feet is immediately followed by a cartwheel, the exercise 

ends at this point for judging purposes. Deduct 1.0 for the steps, deduct a further 1.0 for failing to 

meet the requirement of the exercise, e.g. If an exercise started with a handspring and steps were 

taken immediately after the first element, the exercise would be marked out of 4.0. (Handspring to 

1 foot, immediate cartwheel is allowed, but if a handspring is performed to two feet an immediate 

jump to one foot must be included as a move.) 
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iv. Fall: Deduct 1.0. Also deduct for any element not performed and 1.0 for failing to meet the 
requirements of the exercise. 

v. Stop: As for a fall. 

vi. Both feet or hands outside the boundary line: as for a fall. 

e) General Impression 
A Tumbling exercise should be fast, ideally accelerating throughout. It should have rhythm and lightness 
and an uninterrupted smooth flow, and fulfil all the requirements of shape and height. All landings should 
be exact. A Judge may deduct 0.1 to 1.0 for his general impression of the exercise. Deductions can 
also be made under this heading for untidiness, discourtesy, and behaviour of the coach; however the 
maximum deductions under this heading cannot exceed 1.0. 

Faults for Composition 
and General Impression 

Minor Errors (0.1) 

- insufficient lightness and rhythm 

- repeated small technical faults 

- uncertain approach 

- indistinct start and finish to exercise 

- untidy or immodest dress 
 

Significant Errors (0.3) 

- incorrect dress 

- presence of a spotter 
 
 

f) Technical Deductions 

Minor Errors (0.1) 

- slight bending or spreading of arms or legs - slight deviation in direction 

- landing with a small bounce or step 

- other small insignificant errors in technique 

- slight lack of height in somersaults (below shoulder height of the performer) 

 
Significant Faults (0.3) 

- a distinct bending or spreading of the arms or legs 

- a large step in landing or three small steps 

- poor shape in the element 

- distinct deviation from the centre line 

- over or under turn in somersaults up to 45 degrees 

- slight loss of tempo 

- deep bend in landing 

- execution of somersault at waist level 

 
Serious Faults (0.5) 

- distinct loss of tempo 

- additional steps after landing (more then three) 

- touching the boundary line of the runway with one hand or foot - significant bending of arms or 

legs 

- over or underturn in twisting somersaults (more than 45 degrees) - serious technical errors 

- landing a somersault on one leg when it should have been two - touching the floor briefly with 

the hands 

- stepping out of the exercise area with one hand or foot. Non-Performance Faults (1.0) 

- a stop in the routine (remainder not evaluated) 

- crossing the boundary line of the track with both hands or feet (remainder not evaluated) 

fall on head, hands and feet, front, back or seat 

- physical assistance from a spotter (element and remainder of exercise not evaluated) 
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Tumbling Elements   
Straight jump Flic flac 

* Tuck jump Cartwheel Half twisting back somersault 

* Pike straddle jump Round Off Full twisting back somersault 

Jump half turn Flyspring Tuck front somersault 

Jump full turn Tuck back somersault Piked front somersault 

Handspring - 1 Pike back somersault Arabian front somersault 

Handspring-2 Straight back somersault Side somersault 

* Tuck and Pike Straddle jumps are only allowed as the final element of the tumble 

Evaluation of Pair & Group Exercises (please note the changes to elements required) 

Pair elements are designed to fall in line with BG Acro NDP and Award Schemes. The new pair elements 
(on pages 38 - 43) should be performed following the guidance given in this handbook. The position of 
the free arms and legs are optional. Each pair must choose four pair elements and three agilities from 
the diagrams in the handbook. The individual elements must be performed either simultaneously or in 
immediate canon. All pair balances must show a static position for 3 seconds in the balance phase of the 
element. Timing of the element begins when the position is static. A 0.3 deduction will be made by the 
CJP for each missing second in a balance. There is no requirement for a static hold in tempo or ‘moving’ 
elements. Entry to and exit from a balance is optional. Safety however should be a prime consideration. 
In mixed pairs the male must be the base. In other pair events partners may change as the base. Any of 
the pair skills may be performed with one-arm support if the teacher considers the element safe for the 
performers. Stands on shoulders may be performed with support from two hands, one hand or without 
support from the base. Floor routines will be performed on a 12m x 12m square matted, not sprung floor 
area. The use of a sprung floor is not permitted for a Regional selection event. 

Additional Agilities or Pair Elements 
No additional difficulty will be accredited to the performers for extra pair or individual elements although 
such elements are likely to accrue deductions if not performed well. 

Scoring 
A judging panel for the Pair and Group exercise comprises four judges and one CJP (Chief of Judging 
Panel). The judges mark the routine for Technical excellence and Artistic merit from 10.00 regardless 
of time faults or compositional requirements. The final score for a pair or group is the average of the 
two middle marks of the four judges with a tolerance range of 0.5 for all four marks. The CJP makes 
deductions from the final score for time faults and compositional requirements. The CJP also marks the 
routine and records a score, though this is not taken into account on the first instance. 

If there is a tied position, this is resolved by: 

1. Taking the average of all four judges’ marks. If a tie still exists: 
2. Taking the average of all marks including the recorded mark of the CJP. 
3. If a tie still results then a joint award is made. 

Group Sequence Requirement 
● Six competitors per group 
● Any combination of boys and girls is acceptable – but a boy must be the base if supporting a girl 
● Age regulations apply as for general regulations 

All six competitors will perform the same three agilities. These must be performed in synch or in canon. 
There should be no contact between gymnasts during the performance of these elements. Agilities 
however may be linked together to form a sequence, e.g. cartwheel, immediate one-arm cartwheel. Each 
group will perform three pair elements from the diagrams in the handbook i.e. the same element at the 
same time. Each pair must be in contact with their partners throughout the balance phase (entry, balance, 
and exit) during balance elements but have no contact with other pairs. 

In addition they will also perform ONE GROUP BALANCE, involving all members of the team and in 
which the members are in contact. The structure of the group balance should be such that all members 
are playing a part in the maintenance of the final balance. To this end all members of the team should 
be in support or supporting another member of the team. It is considered insufficient merely to make 
contact while still being on the floor. The creativity, aesthetics and difficulty of this balance will be taken 
into account by the judges in their 2.0 mark for artistry. 

Pyramids where partners are merely in contact rather than in support will be penalised under the Artistry 
heading. The structure of this balance is left to the discretion of the teacher. The Group balance does not 
have to be made of elements from the awards. 
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Schools who won the Group National title in 2016 will be automatically selected and the region may then 
enter an additional group in that age range. 

Compositional Requirements 
If one or more Compositional requirements are not fulfilled the CJP will deduct 1.0 from the final score 
together with a further 1.0 to represent the value of the missing element. This applies to individual elements 
and pair/group elements 

Individual Elements 
If one of a partnership fails to perform a skill, it is considered as not performed by both (all) performers 
and the deduction is made as previously described. If one of the partners performs the skill and the 
other makes a recognisable attempt – for instance aiming to perform a handstand forward roll but 
failing to complete the roll the 1.0 is deducted for the value of the element but no deduction is made for 
Compositional Requirements. 

Pair/Group Elements 
If the element is completely missed (only three/two pair skills are shown, or an incorrect move is 
performed), the CJP deducts 1.0 mark for the skill value and another 1.0 for Compositional Requirements. 
If the element is attempted but does not reach the final position, then the CJP deducts 1.0 for the value 
of the element, 1.0 for Compositional Requirements and a further 0.9 for time faults. (total CJP deduction 
of 2.9) The performers are permitted to rebuild the balance. If they do, then they regain the 1.0 for SR 
and the 1.0 for element value, but the 0.9 time fault deduction is still applied. (Total CJP deduction of 0.9). 
Technical judges deduct 0.5 for an incomplete element. 
If there is a ‘false start’ – i.e. the performer starts to climb, then immediately returns to the floor and 
begins afresh, there is no deduction by the CJP and a 0.5 technical deduction is made by the panel. 

The 1.0 CJP deduction for “Compositional Requirements” is taken only once in a routine 

General 
● The first movement by a competitor shall constitute the beginning of the exercise 
● Each pair, group or individual element carries a difficulty mark of 1.0 

● Pair and group elements should be held static for three seconds. 0.3 will be deducted by the CJP 
for each missing second 

● Evaluation of Pair: Technical merit from 9.0, artistry from 1.0 

● Evaluation  of Group : Technical merit from 8.0, Artistry from 2.0 

Technical Faults 
Technical errors include: landing faults, entries and exits from elements, shape and position, falls and 
breakdowns in the execution of elements. 

Minor Errors (0.1) 
- Inaccurate position of partners in a balanced element 
- Slight instability in balances 
- Slight bending or spreading of arms 
- Small hop or step in dismounts 
- Significant Errors (0.3) 
- Visible strain in strength elements 
- Pronounced bending or spreading of  arms to maintain balance 
- Loss of balance  with no more than two steps 
- Distinct bending of arms in handstands 
- Slight touch of a partner or the floor 
- Significant loss of tempo 
- Poor body lightness 

Serious Errors (0.5) 
- More than two running steps after a dismount 
- More than three steps to maintain a balance 
- Visible or distinct strain to maintain a balance 
- Sliding or falling onto one knee 
- Uncontrolled exit from a pair or group balance that lands on the feet 
- Failed element, false start 

Faults (1.0) 
- Falling without control onto anybody-part other than the feet 
- Additional support of a partner to prevent a fall 
- Performing without music 
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Artistry Mark 

Minor Errors (0.1) 

- failure to use all four quarters of the floor 
- uneven distribution of the elements  throughout the routine 
- failure to use one of the levels – high, medium or low 
- repetition of similar elements or poses 
- slightly noticeable divergence from the musical accompaniment 
- small deviations in synchronized  movement 
- wearing jewellery 
- adjusting dress while performing (0.1 each time) 
- failure to present at the start or end of the routine 

Significant Faults (0.2) 

- only half the floor area used 
- majority of routine performed at one level 
- lack of variety in pace of routine 

Serious Errors (0.3) 

- lack of harmony between music and movements throughout the routine 
- big deviations in synchronized  movement 
- only one variety of pace throughout the routine 
- poor quality and variety of choreography 
- use of additional matting 
- prompting from the sidelines or to each other 
- display of poor sportsmanship 

Deductions for Artistry should not exceed 1.0 in the Pair routines and 2.0 in the group routines. 

Time Faults 
Pair balance elements must be held for 3 seconds, and the Group balance for 3 seconds. Timing starts 
at the moment a definite balance has been achieved. The time limit for Pair and Group exercises is 2 
minutes. The timing begins from the movement of one or more of the performers and ends when a 
definite finish position is shown. Every routine must be timed by an appointed timekeeper who must not 
have any other responsibility. The timekeeper must sit next to the CJP who will also time the routine 
and who will make the final decision on the appropriateness of any deduction. The precise duration of 
each routine must be recorded, and the record sheet signed by the timekeeper and the CJP. If, for any 
reason one or more routines are not timed, then the time deduction may not be applied to any performer 
in that section 

Music 
All Pair and Group routines should be performed to music, which may be instrumental or orchestral, but 
lyrics are not permitted. Voice may be used as an instrument, provided lyrics are not used. The routine 
starts and finishes in an aesthetic held position. This may not be one of the technical skills. The routine 
should show a relationship with the music, and the end of the routine should coincide with the end of 
the music. If the music fails during a performance the Pair or Group should continue to perform their 
routine. If the fault is that of the equipment then a re-run may be offered, time permitting. If the fault is 
caused through a poor recording no re-run will be allowed. 
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CJP Deductions 
❖ Time faults for balance elements 0.3 for each second missing 

❖ Music faults that are the responsibility of the teacher 0.3 e.g. poor reproduction of music, faulty 
CD 

❖ Exceeding the allowed time of  the routine 0.3 (see above) 
❖ Finishing before or after the end of the music 0.3 
❖ Compositional “Special Requirements” 1.0 (only once in a routine) 
❖ Missing elements : 1.0 every time 
❖ Very significant size difference between partners 0.2 
❖ Stepping over the floor area boundary 0.1 each step 
❖ Undergarments visible or immodest dress – 0.3 for each performer 

❖ Theatrical dress such as animal representations, attachments, uniforms/suits, flowers or 
excessive ribbons in the hair, or heavy make-up 0.3 

❖ Clothing not matching or complementary 0.3 

Group Balance 
Each team must create one voluntary static pyramid involving all six team members. The composition of 
this balance should demonstrate the skill and inventiveness of the group. All partners should be actively 
contributing to the group pyramid – each person must either be supported or be supporting another 
group member. The creativity, aesthetics and difficulty of this balance will be taken into account by the 
judges in their 2.0 mark for Artistry. Pyramids where partners are merely in contact rather than in support 
will be penalised under the Artistry heading. 

Dress Code 
Refer to common rules BSGA. Theatrical make- up, exaggerated hairstyles, ribbons, flowers or themed 
(e.g. soldier costumes) are not permitted and if worn will incur deductions from the CJP as shown above. 

Throughout these rules we have tried to mirror the work being done at the lower levels of acrobatic clubs. 
This is in line with government policy, which seeks to link sport being done in clubs. In the event of any 
queries over these rules, or any other Acrobatic or Tumbling questions please contact the ACROBATIC 
REPRESENTATIVE (currently Judy Wootton or Tumbling Representative Pete Daulby) listed in the BSGA 
Committee Members, and he will give a final and binding decision. 

Regional Team Entries to your Regional Organiser as shown on the Regional Pages. 

All trophies from School Gym National Finals 2016 should be returned to 

Verity Trevor-Morgan on or before 10th March 2017 

 
 

COMPLETING THE MILANO TEAM SCHOOL GYM 

NATIONAL FINAL ENTRY FORMS 

Cheques for entry fees: 
 

For the Milano Team – ONE cheque will be accepted to cover ALL the schools from that 

region. 

Floor & Vault, Acrobatic & Tumbling Gymnastics and the Disability Acrobatic Gymnastics 

National Finals i.e. School Gym, only ONE cheque will be accepted from each region for 

each discipline (i.e. maximum of two cheques). Schools that qualify for these National Finals 

must send their entry fees to their regional organisers or treasurers who will then forward a 

regional cheque to cover ALL competing schools. A late entry will incur a fine of £50. 

Likewise a form without home/mobile numbers of person in charge of each team will incur a 

fine of £50. 
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British Schools Acrobatic Gymnastics Disability Programme 

SPECIFIC RULES 

1. The general rules for judging and composition are identical to the mainstream programme 
with some exceptions which are detailed below. 

 
2. There are three levels of entry to the British Schools Acrobatic Gymnastics Disability 

Development programme – these are not governed by age, but by ability to perform the 
elements. 

 
3. However, both partners in a pair must still be attending school. 

 
4. Due to logistical problems, the two gymnasts in a pair do not have to attend the same 

school. In the case of children from different schools making a partnership, both schools 
should be on the entry form and affiliated to  BSGA. 

 
5. The drawings in the programme are to describe the elements, but the written rules in the 

guidance boxes will always take precedence over the drawings 

 
6. Elements may be performed with minor stylistic variations that do not change the 

biomechanics of the element. Where straight legs are indicated, a partner whose legs are 
restricted in range should indicate this on the tariff sheet and perform the element with the 
legs as straight as restriction allows. 

 
7. Partners with a disability who are not wheelchair users must choose their elements from the 

mainstream programme at the level of entry: L1 from the U11 programme, L2 from the U14 
programme and L3 from the O14 programme regardless of their age. 

 
8. Only wheelchair users may choose the individual elements from the Disability charts at each 

level. Wheelchair users who can perform the individual elements from the mainstream 
programme with minor adaptations may do so. 

 
9. Wheelchair users may use their hands to stabilise their legs if necessary 

 
10. Where dish or arch positions are indicated, a disabled performer who cannot recruit their 

lower body may show a lift of the upper body while the legs remain on the floor. 

 
11. Where the physical limitations of a performer make it difficult to perform the individual 

skills, the coach should contact Judy Wootton judy.wootton@btconnect.com so that a 
decision can be made that will not disadvantage the partner with a disability. 

 
12. Each partnership may be formed of either two partners each with a recognised disability or 

by one disabled partner working with an able bodied partner. In this case the able bodied 
performer must choose individual elements from the mainstream programme while the 
disabled partner who is a wheelchair user may use the elements from the disability section. 

 
13. Unlike the mainstream programme, in a mixed pair the male may be base or top in the 

pairing. 

mailto:judy.wootton@btconnect.com
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Supported handstand. Legs of 

top are together and straight. 

Base stands with good posture 

supporting the top lightly in 

balanced handstand 

 
 

Base sitting in straddle 

supports top in straight 

handstand. Body of base 

should be vertical and arms 

of base are straight. 

 
 

Base in lunge supports stag 

handstand of top. There should be a 

straight line from the shoulder of the 

base to the leg of the top. Support is 

under the heel 

 
 

Shoulder stand on base support. 

Base's legs are bent, with feet on 

the floor. Support of the top is 

on the knee or thigh of the base. 

There should be a straight line 

from the shoulder of the base to 

the toes of the top. 

 
 

Counterbalanced stand on knees. 

This may face in either direction. 

Hands may be crossed if 

preferred. Direction of top facing 

is optional 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Supported front support. Top 

should have a straight body 

shape . Base holds top 

between knee and ankle 

 

 
Supported back angel. Base 

supports top at shoulder or 

upper arm The top should 

have a gentle curve 

 

 
Forward roll with assisted jump. The 

base bends to reach early for the top. 

Grip is wrist to wrist 

 

 
Cartwheel over dish shape. Top 

places one hand each side of the 

body of the base 

 

 
Leapfrog over partner. The top 

should rise after the contact with 

the base. Base may face in any 

direction but should not bend the 

legs. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Top performs headstand 

supported by wheelchair user 

in front or to the side of the 

chair. 

 

 
Top performs a supported 

jump using wheelchair 

handles or shoulders of base 

as support. 

 

 
One strong push from wheelchair 

user to travel forwards. Top performs 

a cartwheel alongside the chair. 

 
 
Top performs front support with 

feet and ankles on thighs of 

wheelchair user, who uses hands 

to support the Top's feet. 

 
 

The grip is optional in the 

counterbalance but the Base and 

Top should have straight arms. 

Feet of the top are on the floor, 

not on the footrest of the 

wheelchair. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Wheelchair user dismounts 

from the chair aided by Top. 

 

Base lying, leg position optional. 

Top in front support supported 

by the Base under the body at 

the point of balance. Base 

should have straight arms. Top 

has hands on the floor with 

straight arms to support the 

upper body 

 
Base in arch or supine (dish) body 

shape. Top reaches both hands over 

the waist of the Base and forward 

rolls. * NB General rules for base 

position 

 
Base lying with knees bent 

together, Top in front support 

with their feet/ankles on the 

knees of the Base. Base may 

support their own legs with their 

hands for stability. 

 
Wheelchair user in any sitting 

position supports Top to perform 

counterbalance in straddle sit. 

Base and Top should have straight 

arms. 

Under  11 Pair Skills 

Disability Level 1 Pair Skills 
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Shoulder stand 2" 

 
 
 

Hands may support the hips. Shoulder 

stand should be near vertical 

 
 
 

Cartwheel, chasse, cartwheel. 

 

A continuous series of 

movements increasing in speed 

and with no extra steps. 

Direction of finish is optional 

 
 
 

 
Cartwheel 

 
 

 
The cartwheel should follow a straight 

line. Start and finish positions are 

optional. The movement should be slow 

and controlled. 

 
 
 

 
Bridge with bent legs 

 
 
 
 

The shoulders should be fully 

open in the bridge. The legs 

should be together 

 
 

Forward roll immediate half turn 

jump 

 
 

 
The movement should be continuous with 

no additional steps 

 
 

Step, jump feet together, straight 

jump 

 
The step and jumps should be 

continuous and the feet 

together at the landing which 

should show a moment of 

stillness to evidence control. 

 
 
 

Tucked lever hold 2" 

 
 

 
Back should be straight, and hips near the 

hands. Knees should be lifted in front of 

the body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Sit with body erect and arms free 

 

 
 

 

 
Curled back lying, holding 

knees 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Hip lift with feet resting on floor. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Pike fold, with leg position as 

straight as possible 

180o
 

 
 

Half log roll, body shape optional. 

 

 

 

 

In chair, 360o pirouette with 

minimum pushes. 

 

 

 
 

 

Back arch with the gymnast lying face 

down on the floor, pressing down on 

the floor with their hands to arch the 

trunk. Arms remain bent at the 

elbows. 

 
 
 
 
 

   

 
 

 
Low front support with one 

hand free. 

Under 11 Individual Skills 

Disability Level 1 Individual Skills 

(For wheelchair users only) 
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1-foot stand on knee. The top 

should be in balance on one 

foot with light support from 

the base. If facing out, the 

raised leg should be at a right 

angle. If facing in, then the leg 

should be raised behind at 45 

degrees. 

 
Free front angel on feet of 

base. The top has a gently 

curved shape with heels 

level with shoulders. 

Supported front angel on 

feet of base. Partners hold 

hands for support. Arms of 

both partners should be 

straight 

 
 
 
 

Counter-balanced stand on knees . 

Support between partners may be 

with one or two hands. Both partners 

should be leaning away from each 

other with tight body shape 

 
 

 
Handstand on the ankles of the 

base. The fingers of the top must not 

touch the floor. Arms of the base 

must be straight and the handstand 

should be vertical with one knee 

bent. The support may be with one 

or two hands of the base 

 
 

 
Stand on knees. Top and base 

should be vertical in body line. 

The base may bend the arms 

when supporting the top, who 

should be in balance, not leaning 

out. 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

   

 
 

 

Base in lunge, top performs 

Handstand on the thigh of the 

base. The base may bend the 

arms to give support. The 

handstand must be in balance 

and straight. 

 

Supported stand on knees 

rising from sit to stand. The 

final position should be held 

for 3" The top should be in 

straight shape, not arched in 

the final counter-balance 

 

Dive to catch in cradle. The top jumps 

from two feet and performs a dive to 

land in the arms of the base. Base 

bends knees during the catch and 

then rises to straight legs A good 

flight should be seen before the  

catch 

 

Backward roll to lifted straight 

jump. There should be no pause 

after the roll. The base contacts 

the partner as soon as possible 

and both partners co-operate in 

the jump. 

 
Tank roll. Partners hold ankles and 

roll in turn. Good height should be 

seen in the roll from each partner, 

and the movement should be 

smooth and even. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

Top performs front support 

with bent arm support from 

the wheelchair user. 

 
Top should be in a balanced 

handstand with the 

wheelchair user providing 

minimal support at the waist 

with straight arms. The 

handstand may be in front of 

or to the side of the chair. 

 
Wheelchair user uses one hand to 

support the Top who is in 

counterbalanced stand using two-on- 

one hand hold. Base and Top should 

have straight arms 

 
 

 
Top forward rolls to stand 

supported by the Base. 

 
 

Base sitting in wheelchair assists 

the jump of the Top. The Top's 

arms should be straight. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Wheelchair user uses     

both hands to support 

shoulders of Top who is 

in bridge with one leg 

raised and two hands on 

knees or chair of the 

 
Wheelchair user performs an 

unaided dismount from the 

chair. Top performs a teddy 

bear roll 

Base in arch or supine (dish) body 

shape. Top cartwheels over the waist 

of the Base, with one hand either 

side of the Base. * NB General rules 

for base position 

 
Base lying, leg position optional. 

Top in front angel. Top can 

provide additional support with 

both hands on the floor. 

 
Arms of Top are straight, with 

hands pushing from the Base's 

shoulders. The Top performs a 

butterfly  leap behind the Base. 

Base. 
    

Under  14 Pair skills 

Disability Level 2 Pair Skills 
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Straddle lever hold 2" 

 
 

 
Back should be straight and chest open. 

The legs must be straight and reach 

horizontal at minimum. 

 
 
 

 
Handstand, forward roll 

 
 
 
 

The handstand must be held for 

1" before the roll. 

 
 
 
 
 

Two linked cartwheels 

 
 
 
 

There must be no extra steps/chasses 

between cartwheels. Second cartwheel 

may be on one hand 

 
 
 
 

Straddle roll  - forwards or 
backwards 

 
 

 
The finish position may be in 

upright or horizontal hold. Legs 

must remain straight 

throughout. 

 
 
 

Cartwheel, chasse, cartwheel, 

cartwheel 

 

 
A continuous series of movements 

increasing in speed and with no extra 

steps. Direction of finish is optional 

 
 

 
Bridge with straight legs 

 

 
The shoulders should be fully 

open in the bridge. The legs may 

be slightly apart 

 
 
 
 
 

Straight jump with half turn 

 
 
 
 

The jump should be high and straight with 

a secure and accurate landing which is 

held to show control. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
In curled shape, rocking on back for 

two rocks. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Curled back lying, one arm 

free. 

 
360

o
 

 
 
 

 
Full turn log roll, body shape optional 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

Pike fold, leg position 

optional 

 
(i) (ii) 

 
 

 

 
 

(i) Front support on hands and knees, 

back and arms straight. (ii) Low 

front support, back as straight as 

possible. 

 
 
 
 

 
   

 
 

 
Sitting / kneeling on floor, 

open shoulders to show 

flexibility. 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
Low front support with one hand free. 

 

  
 

 

From crouch front support 
with legs and arms bent 
push with force to lift one 
arm free of the floor to as 
upright position as 
possible, leaving one hand 
on the floor for support. 

Under 14 Individual skills 

Disability Level 2 Individual Skills 

(For wheelchair users only) 
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or 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Stand on shoulders with base 

kneeling or standing. The back 

of the base should be straight 

and the core muscles 

contracted. Method of entry 

and exit optional. 

 
Base lying, top stands in 

hands. The elbows of the 

base remain in contact with 

the floor. The base's arms 

should not rest against the 

body for support. The base's 

forearm should be vertical 

and the support under the 

centre of the top's foot. 

 
 

 
Shoulder stand on the arms of the 

base who is lying with legs raised. 

The base supports under the 

shoulders of the top, who holds the 

legs of the base. The shoulder stand 

should be in balance. 

 
 

Free stand on knees. The feet of 

the top should follow the line of 

the thigh of the base, not across 

the muscle. The knees of the 

base should be just in front of 

the feet so as to give a stable 

surface for balance. 

 
 
 

 
Free front or back angel on feet of 

base. The top has a controlled 

gentle curve in shape with 

shoulders and feet in line 

 
or 

 

 

 

   

 

   
 

180 
o

 

 
Straddle or pike lever hold on 

arms of base who is lying. Legs 

of the base may be straight or 

bent with the feet on the floor. 

The legs of the top should be 

above horizontal in pike or 

straddle shape and the chest 

should be open with a straight 

back. 

 
 

Base Lying, legs raised to 

vertical. Top performs 

"helicopter" by holding feet 

of Base and finding the point 

of balance. Base supports 

Top by pressing with the 

thighs 

 

 

Pitched straight jump. The base 

bends and uses the strength of the 

legs to assist the arms in giving flight 

to the top. The top jumps from one 

foot in the hands of the base to 

perform a straight jump with hips 

rising to the level of the base's 

shoulders 

 
Two lifted jumps, one pike or 

straddle, the other straight or 

tucked. No additional 

preparation between jumps. 

Hips of the top should reach 

shoulder height of base in both 

jumps. Both partners cooperate 

in performing the skill. The base 

supports the landing of the top 

 
 

The top performs a dive with a 

180 turn to land on their back in 

the arms of the base. The turn 

should rotate towards the base 

not away. The base bends the 

knees to cushion the landing 

before straightening the legs 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 
 
 

Wheelchair user 

 
 
 

Wheelchair user uses one 

   
supports the heel of 
the Top's straight leg 
in the stag handstand, 
which may be 
performed facing 

hand to support Top who is 

in a one foot 

counterbalance. Base and 

Top should have straight 

Wheelchair user performs two strong 

pushes to travel forwards. Top 

performs two cartwheels alongside 

the chair. 

 

Top forward rolls to a straight 

jump supported by the 

wheelchair user. 

Wheelchair user performs one 

strong push back with the 

wheelchair while Top performs 

backward roll to standing. 

inwards or outwards. arms. 

   

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Top in front support with 

one leg raised, the other 

foot supported in one 

hand of the Base, who 

 
 
 

Wheelchair user performs an 

unaided dismount from the 

chair. Top performs a teddy 

bear roll 

 
 
 

Base lying, leg position optional. Top 

in front angel. Top can provide 

additional support with one hand on 

the floor. 

 
 

Wheelchair user sitting gives 

one hand support to Top who 

performs an arabesque stand 

with one hand grip. Wheelchair 

user's second hand is on the 

 

 
The Base sitting on the floor. 

Arms of Top are straight, with 

hands pushing from the Base's 

shoulders. The Top performs a 

butterfly  leap behind the Base. 
has straight arms. 

  
floor for stability. 

 

Over 14 Pair Skills 

Disability Level 3 Pair Skills 
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Handstand 360 pirouette, or 

Headstand 2", legs optional 

 
 

 
The handstand must be held for 1" before 

the turn. In the headstand the hips  

should be fully opened 

 
 
 

One-arm cartwheel 

 
 

The one armed cartwheel may 

be performed with the first or 

second hand and the finish 

position is optional 

 
 
 

 
Forward roll, jump to one foot, 

immediate cartwheel 

 
 
 
 

 
The movements must be smoothly linked 

with no pauses or extra steps 

 
 
 

 
Pike lever hold 2" or elbow planche 

2" 

 
 
 

 

Back should be straight and 

chest open. The legs must be 

together and straight and reach 

horizontal at minimum. 

 
 
 

Round-off, half turn jump to one 

foot, round off 

 
 
 
 

A continuous series of movements 

increasing in speed and with no extra 

steps. Direction of finish is optional 

 
 
 

Handstand to bridge or backbend 

to bridge 

 
 

In both cases the shoulders 

should be fully open. Legs may 

be slightly apart. The landings of 

either version should be gentle 

and controlled. Partners may do 

the same or different skills 

 
 
 

Straight jump with full turn 

 
 
 
 

The jump should be vertical, high and 

complete the turn before lading in control. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
In curled shape, rocking on back to 

upright sitting, legs optional, back 

upright in final sitting position. 

 
2" 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Low front support with one 

hand free. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

In the chair, side stretch of the spine 

with both arms free. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
   

 

Back arch with the gymnast 

lying face down on the floor, 

pressing down on the floor 

with their hands to arch the 

trunk. The arms finish in 

straight shape, one in contact 

with the floor, the other 

raised free 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Gymnast sitting, legs out as straight as 

possible. Then one leg is lifted straight 

using the opposite arm to hold the 

leg. The other hand stays on the floor 

for support. 

 

2" 

 
 
 

 
Curled back lying with both 

arms free. 

180 o 

 

  
 

 
 
 

180o circle roll with legs as straight as 

possible. This may be performed with 

or without the legs being supported 

by the hands of the performer 

 
 

   
 

 
 

From crouch front support 

bend the arms and push away 

with force to lift the arms 

free of the floor, aiming to 

reach as high as possible 

towards a straight back. 

Over 14 Individual Skills 

Disability Level 3 Individual Skills 
(For wheelchair users only) 
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General 

   o   There will be 4 SECTIONS: U7 (key stage 1) U9 (Years 3 and 4), U11 
(Years 5 and 6), O11 (Key Stage 3,4 &5). 

   o   Gymnasts must work in their own age group or an older one at the 
discretion of the Head Teacher. 

   o   There will be 2 CATEGORIES of competition in each age group. 
   o   Category A  - Gymnasts who train ONLY in a school environment. 

   o  Category B – Gymnasts may be part of a club but must not have competed 
in the previous or current year at a level 4 or 5 competition or the national 
seeding competition for groups. 

   o   Schools may enter ALL routines in a SECTION to be classed as a TEAM. 
   o   Schools may enter more than one team in any section. 

   o   In the team event there must be a minimum of 3 gymnasts in Level 1, and   
a minimum of 2 gymnasts in Level 2. Gymnasts may only perform 1 solo for 
their team plus either the group routine (Level 1) or a duet (Level 2). 

   o   All winners from Level 1 competition from last year must be entered into Level 2 competition. 

   o   Gymnasts/Schools may enter the OPEN event and participate in any single group, duet or solo of the 
competition and be eligible to win a medal only in that section. (Providing age and eligibility criteria are met.) 

   o  A trophy will be awarded to the winning School Team in each age group section and at each level. 
   o  The Judith Brown Trophy will be awarded to the highest score of the day in the Level 1 competition. 

   o  Medals will be awarded to 1st, 2nd and 3rd place in each exercise. 

   o   Entry Fee £5 per gymnast. 

   o Schools may also enter a display routine. This may involve gymnasts of any age, who may or may not also 
be competing in the competition. This routine will not be judged, but all entrants will receive a certificate. 
For displays of 5 gymnasts or fewer the entry fee will be £10 per display, for displays of more than 5 the 
fee will be £20 per display. 

   o  Entries to be sent on the official Entry Form together with the correct entry fee (cheques payable to 
B.S.G.A Rhythmic) 

   o Please note all Schools must be affiliated to BSGA and fees should be paid via the BSGA website or direct 
to the BSGA Regional treasurer well in advance of the closing date. 

   o   Please contact Rachel Haines, rhythmicgymnasticsdevelopment@gmail.com for competition details 
Officials 

   o All schools must provide 1 judge who is either: A British Gymnastics qualified judge; a teacher involved in 
gymnastics or dance; or an associate of the school with dance or gymnastics experience. All judges must 
be CRB cleared by the school or a British Gymnastics Club. Those entering the display section only do not 
need to provide a judge. 

   o  All officials (judges, coaches, teachers) must be familiar with the Next Step BSGA judging criteria. 
   o   All Level 2 routines will be judged by BG qualified judges. 
   o   Failure to provide a judge WILL incur a £50 fine. 
Music 
   o   Can be single instrument, full orchestral, or vocal. 

   o Music should be edited to the following lengths with a clear start and finish: Level 1 – all music 1min. – 
1min. 30 secs, Level 2 – all music 1min. 15secs. – 1min. 30secs. Display 1 min – 3 min. 

Dress 

   o Level 1 – Gymnasts may wear leotards, or shorts and t-shirts, which should be tucked in. All members of 
a group must wear the same. 

   o Level 2 – Female gymnasts must wear leotards/leotards, with or without sleeves and with or without 
footless tights. Girls may have a skirt which is part of the leotard but the fabric must lie flat against the 
body and must not be lower than the leg line, as per F.I.G.. Boys may wear shorts and a tight fitting t-shirt 
or vest. Duet partners should match. 

   o  Display – Any costume may be worn, including leotards, PE kits or a costume that complements the music. 
Apparatus 

   o Must be the same size and type but may be of different colours. Should conform to FIG standards except 
Ribbons may be shorter (min. 4m in length). 

Choreography 

   o For help with the composition of exercises refer to: British Gymnastics Proficiency Awards, Dance and 
Handheld Apparatus Charts; British Gymnastics Key Steps Modules; British Gymnastics Next Step 
Rhythmic Handbook; British Gymnastics Rhythmic Development Plan. Further information available from 
Rachel Haines. 

BSGA Rhythmic Gymnastics Rules and Requirements 2017 

mailto:rhythmicgymnasticsdevelopment@gmail.com
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Level 1 Next Step BSGA Competition 

   o Teams comprise 2 solo routines and 1 group. There may be between 3 and 20 gymnasts in a group 

routine. Routines must be performed as set and judged as per judging criteria in the Next Step BSGA 

handbook. 
Under 7 Hoop Solo Ball Solo Hoop Group 

Under 9 Hoop Solo Ball Solo Hoop Group 

Under 11 Ribbon Solo Hoop Solo Ribbon Group 

Over 11 Rope Solo Ribbon Solo Rope Group 

   o  All routines are either fully set or have optional skills laid out in the Next Step BSGA Rhythmic Handbook. 

Routines should be performed as detailed in the handbook and will be judged as per the handbook judging 

system. To obtain the handbook please contact 

   o  All Next steps routines must be performed as described in the Next Steps Competition Support Book. Any 

deviation from the set routine will incur a 1.00 mark deduction and body skills performed that are not listed 

will not be evaluated. 

Level 2 Duets and Solos Competition 

   o   Teams comprise 2 solos and 1 duet. 

Under 7 Free Duet Free Solo Rope Solo 

Under 9 Free Duet Free Solo Rope Solo 

Under 11 Free Duet Ball Solo Hoop Solo 

Over 11 Ball Duet Ribbon Solo Hoop Solo 

Requirements 

   o   Composition Duets 

3 x Body Movement Skills (0.5 each – see Composition Guidelines) 
(Must show variety. No repetition of body shape) 

3 x Exchanges of apparatus (1 throwing exchange, 2 non-throwing) 

1.50 

 
1.50 

2 x Collaborations (0.5 each) 1.00 

Apparatus Skills - (Variety/characteristics of apparatus) 2.00 

Dance Step Sequence – lasting 8 seconds minimum 1.00 

Duet choreography- Spatial (shapes, patterns, use of the floor, directions, levels) 1.50 

- Dynamic (Synchronisation, interpretation, expression & use of music) 1.50 

TOTAL  10.00 

   o   Composition U9 Free Duet 

6  x Body Movement Skills ( 0.5 each – see Composition Guidelines) 

 
3.00 

(Must show variety. No repetition of body shape) 

3 x Collaborations 

 
3.00 

Dance Step Sequence – lasting 8 seconds minimum 1.00 

Duet choreography- Spatial (shapes, patterns, use of the floor, directions, levels) 1.50 

- Dynamic (Synchronisation, interpretation, expression & use of music) 
 

   o   Composition Solos 

1.50 

TOTAL  10.00 

6 x Body Movement Skills ( 0.5 each – see Composition Guidelines) 

(Must show variety. No repetition of body shape 

Apparatus Skills - (Variety/characteristics of apparatus) 

3.00 

 
3.00 

Dance Step Sequence – lasting 8 seconds minimum 1.00 

Choreography - Spatial (shapes, patterns, use of the floor, directions, levels) 1.50 

- Dynamic (Synchronisation, interpretation, expression & use of music) 
 

   o   Composition U9 Free Solo 

1.50 

TOTAL  10.00 

   o   6 x Body Movement Skills (0.5 each – see Composition Guidelines) 

(Must show variety. No repetition of body shape) 

2 x Dance Step Sequences –  lasting  8 seconds minimum each 

3.00 

 
2.00 

Travelling steps, linking movements 1.00 

Choreography - Spatial (shapes, patterns, use of the floor, directions, levels) 2.00 

- Dynamic (Synchronisation, interpretation, expression & use of music) 
 

   o   Execution will be judged as per British Gymnastics Basic Code looking at the way 

2.00 

TOTAL  10.00 

both body movements and apparatus skills are performed (clear shapes, control, 

good technique etc), as well as the group timing/synchronization and the overall 

presentation and performance. 

 

 
TOTAL  10.00 
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Level 2 Composition Guidelines Body Movement Skills should be selected from the 

following and should show variety and include a range of different types of movement: 

 
Display Routines: May include any choreography of your choice in the spirit of Rhythmic Gymnastics. Both apparatus 

and free routines are allowed, and the only requirement is that the coach or teacher working with the group is qualified 

to teach the skills included. Any lifts and acrobatic elements must comply with the F.I.G. Rhythmic code of points. 
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BSGA National Schools Trampoline Competition Rules 2016/17 

1. General 

The rules are effective from 1st. September immediately preceding the Regional competitions. 

1.1.2 The interpretation of all rules and their intended meanings shall be decided by the Schools Development Working Group. 

Normal British Gymnastics Trampoline Competition Rules for performance and judging (the Code of Points) shall apply 

to the Schools Competitions unless modified hereunder. 

1.2.1 The National rules which are in force on September 1st. of any year shall be retained in force for the subsequent 

Regional, Zonal, and National Schools Trampoline Competitions. 

At the Regional round of competition, all competitors shall enter as Individuals representing their school, and shall 

compete for Individual awards and placings. Teams representing a school shall comprise three or four Individuals from 

that school in the same age/gender group. Teams will be entered automatically. 

There will be two preliminary rounds: Regional (held in December) and Zonal (held in January), followed by a National 

Championship (held in March). 

Each Zone comprises a number of regions, as follows: 
● Northern Zone: North, North West, Yorkshire and North Midlands, N. Ireland. 
● Central Zone: Eastern, East Midlands, West Midlands, Wales. 
● Southern Zone: South, South West, London, South East. 

Where a Region finds that the entry numbers for its Regional Championships are unmanageable, it may recourse to its 

own qualifying system within the Region. If such a need arises, these qualifying events shall be held before December. 

Individual Counties may, if they wish, organise their own `County Schools Competitions' (which may be used as pre- 

selectors as per Rule 1.6). It is recommended that they be held prior to the Regional competitions, even if they are not to 

be used as pre-selectors. 

2. Eligibility 

Competitors must be bona fide full-time students in Schools, Sixth-Form Colleges, Tertiary Colleges, Technical 

Colleges, academies, and specific disability schools. to encompass all educational bases under the age of 19. 

University students, or others in Higher Education, are not eligible. 

2.1.2 Children who are educated at home with the approval of the Local Authority, and do not attend an educational institution, 

are also eligible to participate in the Schools competitions. 

All competitors must be submitted by, or with the written approval of, their school, or of the LEA in the case of rule 2.1.2 

above. 

2.2.1 This written approval needs only to be sought at the initial Regional round stage, as this permission acknowledges that 

schools may progress to subsequent rounds of the competition. All subsequent rounds may be entered by the school 

with no further permission being sought. 

2.3 In the Regional round, competitors may compete only in the geographical Region within which their school is located. 

3. Competition Structure and Format 

3.1 There shall be five levels of Schools Competition, known as the Disability (Novice) Level, Disability (Elite) Level, Novice 

Level, Intermediate Level & Elite Level. 

3.1.1 The Elite Level of competition shall be known as “The British Schools Elite Trampoline Championships” 

3.1.2 The Intermediate Level of competition shall be known as “The British Schools Intermediate Trampoline Championships” 

3.1.3 The Novice Level of competition shall be known as “The British Schools Novice Trampoline Championships” 

3.1.4 The Disability (Novice) Level of competition shall be known as “The British Schools Disability Novice Trampoline 

Championships”. 

3.1.5 The Disability (Elite) Level of competition shall be known as “The British Schools Disability Elite Trampoline 

Championships”. 

3.2 Trophies of similar quality shall be offered to all four levels of competition. 

3.3 Each round of School Competition (Regional, Zonal, and National) shall offer all levels of competition for each age/ 

gender group. 

3.3.1 The standard rules of the Schools Competitions, other than those specific to one Level, shall apply equally to all Levels 

of competition. 

3.4 Entry to the Novice Level shall be restricted to pupils who have not at any time up to the date of their Regional Schools 

competition competed at or above either Regional Grade F or NDP 2. (Except as in Rule 3.6.2 below.) 

3.4.1 Pupils who qualify to compete in the Zonal round of the Novice Level, and who then subsequently compete in a Regional 

“Grade F” or “NDP 2” or higher competition shall remain eligible to compete in the Novice Level throughout the current 

series (Zonal, National, Home International) of schools competitions. 

3.4.2 Individual Novice competitors who achieve a qualification place to the National Finals of a competition season will be 

required to enter future competition seasons as an Intermediate competitor (or may opt to compete in the Elite Level). 

Should the competitor feel that they are not competent to compete at the higher level they may apply to the Schools 

Working Group for permission to remain at Novice level, stating reasons to support the application 

3.4.3 Entry to the Intermediate Level shall be restricted to pupils who have not at any time up to the date of their Regional 

Schools competition competed at or above either “Regional Grade E” or “NDP 5”.. (Except as in rule 3.6.2 below.) 

3.4.4 Pupils who qualify to compete in the Zonal round of the Intermediate Level, and who then subse quently compete       

in a Regional Grade “E” or “NDP 5” or higher competition shall remain eligible to compete in the Intermediate Level 

throughout the current series (Zonal, National, Home International) of schools competitions. 

3.5 Entry to the Elite Level shall be open to any pupil who is eligible under the standard rules of the Schools Competitions. 

Pupils who have competed previously at or above either Regional Grade E or NDP 5 may only enter this Level, except 

as allowed by Rule 3.6.2 over. 
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3.6 Pupils who are eligible to compete in the Novice or Intermediate Level may be entered as Individuals and as part of a 

team in a higher Level of competition, but may not also compete in the lower Level in the same or subsequent rounds of 

Competition. Should a school wish to make up a team in the Intermediate or Elite Level, It may therefore include one or 

more novice or intermediate level competitors. 

3.6.1 Should any pupil who is eligible for the Novice or Intermediate Level opt to compete in the next Level up, then he/she 

remains classified as being that standard for the remainder of the current season. Such pupils may not compete in the 

Novice Level in the same or subsequent rounds of competition. 

3.6.2 Retired Competitors, 

Competitors that have retired from competitive trampoline gymnastics for a period of 24 months or more may apply to the 

committee to return to the competitions at a lower level than previously entered. Each person will be measured separately 

according to level and experience gained. 

3.6.2.1 Competitors who have at any time competed at “National Grade C” or “NDP 6” or equivalent or higher may not downgrade 

to Novice level. 

3.7 In the Novice Level of competition, the maximum Difficulty Score that may be recorded by a competitor is 1.5 

3.8 There shall be two separate events within each competition: a Team event, and an Individual event. 

3.8.1 All competitors must, if possible, enter as members of a School Team. Where numbers are such that some competitors 

cannot be accommodated within a team, then these competitors may enter the Individual competitions only. 

3.9 All members of a Team will also enter the Individual competition in the first (Regional) Round. 

3.10 Teams shall comprise of a minimum of three or maximum of four competitors in the same age/gender group. 

3.11 Competitors will be grouped by specified age and gender. 

3.12 The age divide will be the ages of the competitors as at 1st. September of the academic year in which the competitions 

take place. 

3.13 The age groups will be: Under 11 year  Under 14 years and Under 19 years 

The maximum age that a competitor may be is therefore, 19 years (birthday falling after September 1st.). (Note: 

competitors may only compete within their own age band; specifically, a team can not include competitors who qualify 

to compete in a younger or older age group than that in which the team is entered. 

4. Progression 

4.1.1 In the Regional and Zonal Rounds, the two teams with the highest scores and the three individuals with the highest 

scores shall be eligible to compete in the next (Zonal or National) event. 

4.12 In the event of ties, then at all rounds of competition the following tie-break calculations shall be applied, and any ties for 

qualifying places, both Individual and Team, shall be separated thereby 

The gymnast with the higher final score in the 2nd routine. 

The total of the middle 3 execution judges scores in the 2nd routine 

The total of the 5 execution judges in the 2nd routine 

The total of the 4 highest execution judges scores from the 2nd routine 

The total of the 3 highest execution judges scores from the 2nd routine and so on until the tie is broken. 

4.1.3 Team members may only compete in the Individual Competition in the Zonal and National events if they have placed in 

the top three positions in the preceding round of Individual Competition. 

4.2 Where a team qualifies to compete in a subsequent (Zonal or National) round of competition, at least two members of 

the qualifying team must be presented as team members in the subsequent round. 

4.2.1 The school may change and substitute the remaining two members of the team between the events 

4.2.2 Where a member of a team, having been nominated on an entry form, is unable to participate in a competition, then 

the Team Manager may submit a named substitute competitor up to any time before, but not later than, the start of the 

competition group in which the team is participating. The resultant team must comply with all existing rules regarding 

team membership and eligibility. 

4.3 In the case of Individual placing’s, no substitution may be made. 

4.4 If a successful and eligible Individual and/or Team declines to take up a place in a Zonal or National event, or fails to 

submit their entry in time, then the next highest ranking Individual or Team from the qualifying competition may be invited 

to take the place. 

5. Equipment 

5.1 In the Novice Level of competition at all rounds, there must be at least one trampoline of 6x6mm webbing made 

available to the competitors. 

5.1.1 The 6x6mm trampoline may be ‘shared’ by panels in accordance with Rule 5.1.3 below. 

5.1.2. Competition organisers may, at their discretion, also offer a second bed of either 6x4mm or 6x6mm or half-inch webbing. 

5.1.3 There is no compulsory requirement to provide a half-inch webbed bed. If organisers are requested, and agree, to offer a 

half inch bed, this trampoline may be placed separately from the other panels, with the judges moving to this trampoline 

when necessary. 

5.2 In the Elite Level of competition at all rounds there must be at least one trampoline of 6x6mm webbing made available 

to the competitors. Competition organisers may, at their discretion, also offer a second bed of either 6x4mm or 6x6mm. 

Organisers must state on their entry forms what equipment is to be offered. 

5.3 Competitors shall be required to stipulate on their entry forms which type of bed they normally train on. 

5.3.1 It is the responsibility of Team Managers to ensure that their competitors use only the type of bed with which they are 

familiar. 

5.4 Competition organisers must specify on the calling notice of their competitions the type(s) of bed which will be made 

available to the Elite and Novice events. 
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6. Entry Fees 

6.1 At Regional level, the entry fee for Individuals may be set by the competition organisers according to their needs. 

6.2 At Regional level, there shall be no additional fee for Team entries. (Noting that at Regional Level all competitors must be 

entered as Individuals). 

6.3 At Zonal and National levels the competition organisers are free to set entry fees for both the Individual events and for 

Team events according the “break even” estimate of the competition's budget. 

6.4 All Regional and Zonal competitions must either be financially self-sufficient, or be underwritten by the Region which is 

hosting the competitions. 

6.4.1 Advisory only. Regions are advised to ring-fence any profits that they may make from their Regional rounds of the 

annual competitions, and to hold those profits in reserve to offset any shortage of income over expenditure when hosting 

a Zonal competition. The rotation of Zonal competitions is given below, so that Regions have fair notice of their 

financial commitments. 

7. Awards 

From Regional Championship level onward, the following awards should be made: 

7.1 ALL competitors, team or individuals, to receive a certificate recording achievement. 

7.2 First three individuals in each age group - boys and girls separately - to receive a trophy, plaque, or commemorative 

medal as appropriate. 

7.3 First two Teams in each age group - boys and girls separately - to receive a trophy, plaque or commemorative medal 

as appropriate for each team member plus a trophy or plaque for the school itself recording the achievement. PLEASE 

NOTE - the above are considered to be the minimum awards to be given - where possible, more should be made. 

7.4 At the national finals, perpetual trophies will be awarded to the winning team’s school in each group. 

7.4.1 The perpetual trophies shall be held by the school for one year, and then returned to the organisers of the national Finals. 

7.4.2 All permanent trophies must be returned by the holders to the organiser of the appropriate Zonal Competition, on or 

before the date of that competition. 

7.4.3 The organisers of the Zonal Competitions shall undertake to produce the trophies so collected to the organiser of the 

National Finals, on or before the date of the National Finals. 

7.5 At the National Finals there shall be a march-on of all competitors for the presentation ceremony. 

8. Routines 

8.1 Each competitor will perform one compulsory routine and one voluntary routine. There will be no finals. 

8.2 In the Voluntary routine at Elite Level, a maximum difficulty mark of 8.0 will be awarded; competitors completing a routine 

with a difficulty value of more than 8.0 will have only 8.0 accredited to their score. 

8.2.1 In the Voluntary routine at Intermediate Level, a maximum difficulty mark of 4.5 will be awarded. 

8.2.2 In the Voluntary routine at Intermediate level no skill which exceeds a tariff of 0.6 will be allowed to be performed. 

8.2.3 If any skill exceeds the maximum difficulty mark of 0.6 the routine will be stopped and a zero score will be awarded. 

8.2.4 In the Voluntary routine at Novice Level, a maximum difficulty mark of 1.5 will be awarded. 

8.2.5 In the Voluntary routine at Novice Level, competitors may not perform any skill with a greater rotation the 360 degrees. 

8.2.6 In the Novice Level of competition, the maximum tariff that will be awarded to any skill will be 0.6. 

8.2.7 In the Voluntary routine at Novice Level, competitors may not perform more than three skills which have more than 270 

degrees of somersault. 

8.2.7.1 Should a competitor perform more than three skills which have more than 270 degrees of somersault, then the routine 

shall be terminated after the skill immediately prior to the fourth such skill. 

8.2.7.2 In the event of any transgression of rules 8.2.2 & or 8.2.7.1 either during the competition or during the warm- up period, 

the Chair of the panel and or the competition organiser may challenge the competitor/s eligibility to participate in the 

Novice level of competition, and may at their discretion either transfer the competitor to the corresponding Intermediate 

group (in the Regional round only) or disqualify the competitor from the competition in any round. 

8.3.1 The compulsory routine for all competitors at all Level in all rounds (Regional Championships onwards) shall be either 

one of the following: 

 
NOVICE  INTERMEDIATE A  DISABILITY NOVICE 

11)  FULL TWIST  1)  FULL TWIST  1)  ½ TWIST 

12)  JUMP TO STRADDLE  2)  JUMP TO STRADDLE  2)  JUMP TO STRADDLE 

13)  SEAT LANDING  3)  SEAT LANDING  3)  SEAT LANDING 

14)  ½ TWIST TO SEAT LANDING  4)  ½ TWIST TO SEAT LANDING  4)  ½ TWIST TO SEAT LANDING 

15)  ½ TWIST TO FEET  5)  ½ TWIST TO FEET  5)  ½ TWIST TO FEET 

16)  JUMP TO PIKE  6)  JUMP TO PIKE  6)  JUMP TO PIKE 

17)  BACK LANDING  7)  BACK LANDING  7)  SEAT LANDING 

18)  ½ TWIST TO FEET  8)  ½ TWIST TO FEET  8)  ½ TWIST TO FEET 

19)  JUMP TO TUCK  9)  JUMP TO TUCK  9)  JUMP TO TUCK 

20)  ½ TWIST JUMP  10)  FSS (T)  10)  ½ TWIST JUMP 
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ELITE  INTERMEDIATE B  DISABILITY ELITE 

1)  BSS (S)  1)  BSS (T)  11)  FULL TWIST 

2)  JUMP TO STRADDLE  2)  JUMP TO STRADDLE  12)  JUMP TO STRADDLE 

3)  BSS TO SEAT (T)  3)  SEAT LANDING  13)  SEAT LANDING 

4)  ½ TWIST TO FEET  4)  ½ TWIST TO SEAT LANDING  14)  ½ TWIST TO SEAT 

5)  ½ TWIS  5)  ½ TWIST TO FEET  15)  ½ TWIST TO FEET 

6)  JUMP TO TUCK  6) JUMP TO PIKE  16)  JUMP TO PIKE 

7)  BARANI (T)  7)  BACK LANDING  17)  BACK LANDING 

8)  ½ TWIST JUMP  8)  ½ TWIST TO FEET  18)  ½ TWIST TO FEET 

9)  JUMP TO PIKE  9)  JUMP TO TUCK  19) JUMP TO TUCK 

10)  FSS (P)  10)  FULL TWIST  20)  ½ TWIST 

 

8.3 Compulsory routines. 

Please note that the BG Teachers' award in Trampolining does not include a Back Somersault to Seat, nor a 

Barani. See Rule 10.1 below. 

8.4 Order of competitors. 

8.4.1 At Regional competitions, the bouncing order shall be at the discretion of the organisers, and should be published in 

advance where possible 

8.4.2 At Zonal and National competitions, there shall be no change of bouncing order between the compulsory and voluntary 

routines. 

8.4.3 At Zonal and National competitions, all competitors who are members of a team only, and who are not entered as 

individuals shall be programmed to compete before any competitors who are entered as individuals 

9. Attire 

9.1 Dress must either conform to the requirements for British Gymnastics Individual Competitions (as set out in the British 

Gymnastics Code of Points which is currently in force for the schools competitions), or as in rules 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 below. 

For clarification regarding the wearing of correct attire, the Elite group shall be considered to be equivalent to NDP 5. 

9.1.1 Competitors in the Elite Level may not wear shorts, except as permitted by Rule 9.4 below. 

9.2 Competitors in the Novice Level of competition at all rounds may wear their school's official uniform P.E. kit for indoor 

activities, provided that it is safely suitable for trampolining. 

9.2.1 Acceptable school P.E. kit shall include only T-shirts, singlet PE vests, leotards, Polo/Netball shirts, close-fitting P.E. 

shorts, white foot covering. 

9.2.2 Shirts/vests must be tucked into trousers/shorts, and inhibited from flapping free during the execution of the routine. 

9.2.3 Foot covering must be plain white (no coloured  trim). 

9.2.4 The chair of the judging panel has the right to prohibit participation in dress which is clearly unsuitable for the sport of 

trampoline gymnastics, even though it may be the school's official kit. (E.g. hockey skirts, Jogging bottoms, Boys shorts 

in particular may not be revealing). Should this situation arise, however, the competition organisers are expected to give 

the affected competitors reasonable opportunity to acquire suitable clothing in time to participate. 

9.3 In all rounds of the competition, all members of a Team must wear matching attire. 

9.4 Where proven to be required by religious constraints, girls of any age may wear tidy leg coverings with a leotard at any 

round of the competition. 

9.4.1 Leg coverings must be skin tight. 

9.4.2 Leg coverings must either be skin-coloured, or of the same colour as the leotard, or of a plain colour matching the 

leotard. (Rule 9.4 should be applied only in the interests of modesty, and not to satisfy whims of fashion. Competition 

organisers are at liberty to determine their own standards of 'tidiness', but should establish the ruling before the start of 

the competition 

9.5 In the Awards Ceremony at Zonal and National Levels, competitors must present themselves in competition attire. (Each 

team member in their leotards or each team member in matching school/club attire) 

10. Judges and Officials 

10.1 Accompanying Officials 

Every competitor must be accompanied by a suitably-qualified Trampoline coach or P.E. Teacher who is qualified to 

coach the skills which that competitors intends to perform, and who will take full responsibility for the competitor’s 

performance on the trampoline. 

Such a coach does not need to be a member of staff from the competitor’s school. 

The coach must be named on the entry forms for each round of competition. Should the nominated coach fail to attend, 

a suitably-qualified substitute may be requested to offer his/her services. If no substitute can be secured, then the 

competitor must not be allowed to compete. 

10.2 In all rounds of competition, judges and officials must be offered to the organisers at the time of entry. Failure to submit the 

appropriate number of qualified officials may result in the school's entry either being withdrawn entirely, or in having its 

number of gymnasts entered reduced to reflect the number of officials provided (at the discretion of the event organiser). 

It is recommended that schools should submit suitably-qualified officials in the following ratios to the number of entries: 
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● If entering 3 or more performers 1 x judge must be submitted. 
● If entering 6 or more performers 1 x judge and 1 x other official (recorder/marshal) must be submitted. 
● If entering 9 or more performers 2 x judges and 1x other official (recorder/marshal) must be submitted. 
● If entering 12 or more performers 2 x judges and 2 x other officials (recorder/marshal) must be submitted. 
● If entering 15 or more performers 3 x judges and 2 x other officials (recorder/marshal) must be submitted. 
● If entering 18 or more performers 3 x judges and 3 x other officials (recorder/marshal) must be submitted. 

10.2.1 For the purposes of these ratios, no official may represent more than one school at the same time. 

10.3 Judging qualifications should be included on the entry forms. 

10.4 The competition organiser is authorised, at his/her discretion, to reject, or reduce the number of competitors on, any 

entry which fails to comply with the organisers requirements in this respect. 

10.5 In all rounds of competition the event organiser should endeavour to compile panels of officials from those individuals 

who have been nominated by their school. They may draw in as appropriate other volunteer judges/officials whose 

experience and qualification will benefit the event. 

11. Administration 

11.1 Results of the Regional competition must be forwarded to the organiser of the appropriate Zonal round within one  

week of the Regional event. Results of the Zonal competitions must be forwarded to the organiser of the National 

Championships within one week of the Zonal events. 

11.2 Organisers of the Zonal and National events may refuse to accept any entry whose eligibility cannot be verified against 

the official results. 

11.3 Entry forms for all rounds of the Championships shall require the inclusion of the BSGA Affiliation Number. 

12. Dates of Competitions 

12.1 In order to accommodate National competitions, the Regional Schools Competitions may be held on either of the first 

two weekends to include a December date. This will allow a local choice, according to the calendar, of a date between 

November 30th and December 14th. 

12.2 The Zonal round shall be held on the third weekend in January. 

12.3 The National Finals shall be held in March , where possible according to the BG calendar of competitions. 

12.4 Items 12.2 and 12.3 shall be reviewed each year to avoid clashes with other national BG events. Specific dates for events 

shall be determined by the event organising committees in co-operation with the calendar of National and Regional BG 

competitions. 

13. Rotation of Championships 

13.1 Zonal Championships and National Finals. Responsibility for staging the Zonal events will rotate between the Regions 

comprising each Zone. The National Finals shall be open to voluntary offers. The rotation calendar for 2017 to 2019 is 

given below: 
 

Year 2016:   Southern Zone - South East 

Central Zone    - Wales 

Northern Zone  - North 

National Finals - North West 

Year 2017: Southern Zone   - South West 

Central Zone    - West Midlands 

Northern Zone  - North West 

National Finals  - Northern 

Year 2018:   Southern Zone  - London 

Central Zone     - East Midlands 

Northern Zone   - Yorkshire 

National Finals  - Northern Ireland 

Year 2019:   Southern Zone  - South 

Central Zone     - Eastern 

Northern Zone   - Northern Ireland 

National Finals  - West Midlands 

This issue of the Rules agreed on 10th May 2014 and effective from this date. 

Changes to the BG competition structure may necessitate changes to the schools 

trampoline rules. Please check with your Regional Representative before submitting 

entries to the competitions. 


